Classification of the eye changes of Graves' disease.
Classification of the eye changes of Graves' disease may have clinical use in the description of the present eye state, in the assessment of treatment results, and in the choice of therapy. Requirements for any classification system should include simplicity, clinical nature (i.e., easily carried out by any physician equipped with ordinary noninvasive techniques), reproducibility and meaningfulness (i.e., objective and of clinical relevance to the patient). The NOSPECS system (although it can be improved) is suitable for pure description. It is not very helpful in the assessment of treatment results. Therapeutic outcome probably is best described by measuring quantitatively changes in visual acuity, eye muscle motility, and proptosis. Such an approach, however, does not solve the problem of whether or not the overall outcome is a success in the patient with improvement in one aspect but worsening in another item. A recently developed clinical activity score may be helpful in the selection of therapy, especially for deciding whether or not immunosuppressive therapy should be instituted.